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elementary school pupils on useless and unessential material.
In the second place, knowledge of what
is real is better than knowledge of what is
not real. In the application of this fundamental principle to the course of study, we
find that biography and travel deserve an
important place in literature, and that home
geography should occupy a strategic position that it so well deserves. For, in the
appreciation of the environment, here sunlight, air, running water, inequality of
earth's surface, varied industries, civil officers and their duties are treated as instruments for extending the limits of experience, thus bringing within its scope peoples
and things strange and unknown. Abstract
ideas like "plain," "seaport," "manufacturing" are made concrete and hence significant; relationships such as exist between
valleys and railroads, cities and rivers, rainfall and crops—these are a few of the fundamental relationships needing concrete illustration. We must and can provide contact with the physical things of life. _ Formerly no such need existed; now it is imperative. We are not going to let our pupils starve for lack of sense experiences,
for lack of manipulation, for the materials
that stimulate intellectual curiosity. Education is moving forward in large measure on
a basis of experience in physical facts.
School education must join the procession.
Knowledge that is important for one to
have in order to render useful service and
knowledge that is of importance to human
welfare need to be applied. Consequently
we should emphasize knowledge that gives
control of disease and pestilence, control of
health, control of oneself, control of nature ; that includes the laws of co-operation
and good will; that embraces family and
state. These are far more important than
the conventions of language, spelling, and
punctuation.
Because of this principle, we would give
community civics precedence over fairy
tales and fiction; safety education a place in
the scheme; knowledge of self-protection
and the protection of others—in short, instruction in that data which best provide our
pupils contact with social, economic, scientific, and political life.
And in getting these contacts, we should
remember that we are to lead our pupils
into the court of science's princes. "We
are only just beginning to realize that the
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great heroes who have advanced human
destiny are not its politicians, generals, and
diplomatists, but the scientific discoverers
and inventors who have put into man's hand
the instrumentalities of an expanding and
controlled experience, and the artists and
poets who have celebrated his struggles, triumphs, and defeats in such language pictorial, plastic or written, that their meaning is rendered universally accessible to
others."
Everywhere, first and last impressions
are to be clear and unconfused. To illustrate by geography—getting knowledge of
the world by having keen impressions of
such things as Red River—great wheat
fields; Texas—oil, picking, ginning, and
baling cotton; Montana—mines and ore
reduction plants; Amazon—dense forests
and wild life. Such outstanding impressions of the world give zest to more thorough study later. Appreciations of literature and appreciations through literature
are but different forms of the same process.
E. Ehrlich Smith.
THE HOME AND THE
SCHOOL
THE school exists for the child and is
the means through which the community is assured of wholesome future growth. It is the means by which the
state is attempting to provide for the future welfare of the individual and the group.
The parent, the child, and the teacher form
an inseparable triangle. The three must
work together in close harmony and understanding to secure the best results. If either the parent, the child, or the teacher is not
sympathetic, the education of the child inevitably suffers.
The parent must understand the school
and be in sympathy with its aims and the
means of attaining them; the teacher, on
the other side, should be familiar with the
home background to secure a better understanding of the individuals whom she has
under her charge.
Criticisms are frequently directed at the
schools because they do too much, and then,
in the-same breath, they are blamed for not
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achieving the very things they were criticised for doing. No institution can be more
perfect than the people composing it, and
if the schools do not appear to meet the demands it is probably due, partly to the lack
of knowledge, but chiefly because the teacher, the parent, and the child are not working
together.
The school was brought into being by the
people to satisfy certain needs. To show
how true this is, let us draw a hasty picture
of the American schools at different periods
in our history.
During the colonial days the family was
the all-important economic unit. Father
and the boys provided for the food needs by
tilling the soil and hunting in the woods;
shelter was secured through family effort,
with probably a neighbor or two helping, by
cutting logs and building a rude house.
There were no expensive brick-layers or
plasterers and plumbing was not dreamed
of. The women of the family helped by
cooking the raw products and by spinning
and weaving the flax into cloth, or sewing
the furs into garments. Sometimes a wandering shoe-maker spent several weeks and
made foot covering for the family; sometimes they had only the cured skins of animals fashioned into moccasins. There were
no factories and no industries, except those
of the village smith and the grist mill.
Neither were there movies, concerts, nor
theatres, and even neighborly gatherings
were few. Each family was a self-sufficient
unit, producing, preparing, and consuming
in accordance with its limited needs. The
family gathered around the open hearth on
winter evenings and developed a close and
unified home life based upon their isolation
and the dependence of each member of the
group upon the other.
These early settlers were deeply religious
and their immediate temporal need was
ability to read the Bible. Reading, religion,
and all other necessary instruction was supposed to be given in the home. As early as
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1647, however, the Colony of Massachusetts
felt that the parents were not fulfilling their
duties toward the children and passed a law
whereby each village was required to maintain a school outside of the home to teach
reading. Later arithmetic, or "figgering,"
was added. These were simple schools
taught generally by people whose own
knowledge was most elementary, and who
used school keeping as a part-time winter
job, working on a farm, or as a jack-of-alltrades during the summer.
The schools of this period were simple in
character because the needs of the people
were simple, but the principle of our present-day public school was then established:
that, when the home failed in its duty to the
child and to the state—for the continuation
of good government depends upon the intelligence and education of the people-—it
was the duty of the state to step in and
make provision for the remedy of such failure on the part of the home.
During the sixties and the seventies our
national life was still comparatively simple.
While factory production now provided for
certain necessities, the great period of industrial development had not yet taken
place, and the social life of a community
was still quite restricted. Social life centered about the life of the family and community life about the church. The home,
with its large yard, afforded children an opportunity for physical exercise and play
under the parental eye.
There were
"chores" to be done as carrying water,
splitting wood, and working in the garden.
Mothers had time to teach their daughters
the art of housekeeping, and the boys generally followed in their father's footsteps
and learned his trade. The family life was
deeply religious and the children were
trained in a very strict manner.
The community needs were very simple;
bookkeeping and surveying were the two
vocations for which training was demanded
in the schools. The school work was comparatively simple. In the grades, reading,
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writing, arithmetic, and some history were
taught; in the high schools, generally mathematics, history, and the classical languages
and literature; in the universities, more of
the classics, together with instruction in the
three learned professions—the ministry,
law, and medicine.
During this period, too, the public schools
were simple in character because the life
and needs of the people and community
were simple.
Today we are living in a time of tremendous changes, industrial, social, and political. The age of quantity machine production, the result of epoch-making inventions, has completely revolutionized the life
that prevailed when this generation was
young. Advances in steam and electric
transportation and the automobile; greater
ease in communication through the telegraph, telephone, and lately the radio; flying above the earth and traveling beneath
the waters, have brought the widely separated world of post civil war days closely
together. A great world war has resulted
in unusual conditions and its effects upon
our manner of living will not be fully appreciated until many years have passed.
The life we are living today is vastly different from that of our fathers. We no
longer are a group of almost self-sufficient
families. Instead we are dependent not
only upon our neighbors, but upon millions
of people in all corners of the earth. Everyone is tied up in a series of co-operative efforts to satisfy each other's needs, and to
profit personally by so doing.
With the drawing together of the world
and the advance of machine production have
come large, congested centers of population
in certain districts. In these cities the ease
and the tranquility of the small town life
of a generation past have disappeared. Living quarters are more cramped, the big
yard, the common, and the open field have
disappeared. The gas and electric stove
has made the wood pile unnecessary. Fam-
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ilies have herded together in large buildings
or apartments, where each has only a small
space. The once peaceable streets have become vortexes of motor traffic, dangerous
alike to child and adult, as the daily accident tally shows. The automobile has revolutionized family life; intricate social activities and organizations have replaced the old
time neighborhood group.
As a result of these changes man is earning more today than ever before in history,
and is enjoying more things. He is better
clothed, better housed in respect to conveniences, travels more, enjoys more books,
magazines, and newspapers. Whether we
agree that such change has been for the better, or whether we sigh for the "good old
days"—we find ourselves face to face with
a serious problem that must be solved if we
are to continue our forward struggle.
The school has changed to meet the new
conditions. The curriculum has been enlarged; new subjects are taught and new
aims set up. In doing so the school has
leisurely followed the demands of the community, and even today is still far behind
the changes required by our changing social
and industrial life.
The present-day aims of the school are
seven in number. They include: (1) the
teaching of health education to develop a
strong and vigorous manhood and womanhood; (2) instruction in the three R's, fundamental to all other work; (3) training
for citizenship; (4) training for worthy
home membership; (5) training for the
proper use of leisure time; (6) ethical
training, and (7) vocational training.
To achieve these purposes, the new type
of school building, with auditorium and
gymnasium, with lunch-room and clinic, in
addition to the regular classrooms, has become necessary.
The school has changed because life has
changed, and more has been demanded of
the school as the old time family life has
broken up. The schools will be just as
good as the community desires them to be.
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the constructive ideas of our teaching force.
It should also be the active means of communicating the plans of the administration
to the teachers of the State.
This plan is about to be realized, for
through the courtesy of The Virginia
Teacher, space in each issue of that magazine will be given to the English Association. As president, I herewith name The
Virginia Teacher the official organ of the
Association and appoint as the editorial
committee in charge of the publicity of our
organization Mr. Conrad T. Logan, Harrisonburg State Teachers College; Miss
Evelina O. Wiggins, Lynchburg High
School, and Miss Anna S. Johnston, Woodrow Wilson High School, Portsmouth.
This attempt to give the English teachers
a bulletin is the first step in effecting a
truly functioning organization. It is to be
hoped that, later, when funds will have
been provided, an independent bulletin will
be issued, devoted wholly to the work of
the Association.
The second thing to be done, in my opinion, is to provide means for the teachers to
gather and exchange ideas more frequently.
The meeting at Thanksgiving time does a
great deal of good, but its reach is unavoidably limited. It is impossible, of course, for
all the teachers to meet at any one place
then or at any other time. But we can and
A LETTER TO THE ENGLISH do meet at the District Conferences, and I
am hoping that, before another year has
TEACHERS OF VIRGINIA
passed, a regular organization of English
teachers will be effected in each district of
Nov. 29, 1924.
the State. Each of these district associaTo the English Teachers of Virginia.
tions should hold a yearly meeting at the
time of the District Conference and the
Fellow teachers:
In my recent report of my administra- officers should see that place and time are
tion as president of the English section of provided for such meeting. Already the
the State Teachers' Association, made at teachers of District B and District D have
Richmond Thanksgiving week, I called at- been organized, and the teachers of District
tention to the great need of a better organi- G have taken preliminary steps toward orzation of our association. As things are at ganization. The teachers of District B have
present, it is almost impossible for us to held several meetings, and the president of
function as a real element in the educational District D is already preparing for the
life of the State, a fact deplorable enough spring meeting. Similar activities in the
to cry for remedy. At the same meeting I other districts of the State will mean a brilsuggested a number of means of accom- liant future for the English Section.
One other thing must be done before we
plishing such a remedy, and it is of these
can really function: we must know the
means that I write you herewith.
First, we must have a bulletin in some names and addresses of the teachers of the
form whereby we may keep in touch with State and we must have their yearly dues.
each other as English teachers. This bul- Will you not help the work along, teachers,
letin should constitute a clearing-house for by sending fifty cents, your name and ad-

It is therefore of the greatest importance
to bring parent, teacher, and child together
in one group, each sympathetic with and
cognizant of the other's work.
The distracted parent says: "Excellent!
But how can it be accomplished? We
haven't the time."
An agency for just this purpose has been
developed. It is the Parent-Teacher Association, an organization that holds great possibilities for the future success of education. Here parent and teacher may meet
upon mutual grounds—the welfare of the
child. This organization provides the means
for making the necessary contacts.
If there is a parent-teacher organization
in the school your children attend, join it.
The results will repay the effort. If no such
organization exists, gather together a few
other mothers, and asx the principal to help
you organize.
You owe it to the welfare of your child
to establish close relationships with the
school he attends. Do not fail in this duty.
Frank Cody.

